Without flying in the face of historical evidence, challenging the opinion that Ireland was a mere sacrificial ground for England admittedly requires a certain audacity. The revisionist approach met with many criticisms, and when attempted, the analysis of the English perception of the Irish can reveal elusive: recently Michael de Nie's scrutiny of the British press for instance led him to the pessimistic conclusion that the sympathetic elements "never fully displaced the traditional prejudicial stereotypes that informed British ideas of Irishness 4 ". My approach is indebted to such works as Peter Gray's Famine, Land and Politics, British Government and Irish Society (1999) for instance, Joel Mokyr's Why Ireland Starved (1983) , but also Donal Kerr's A Nation of Beggars (1994) , which have reestablished the balance between old and new interpretations. Probing for more nuanced explanations than the ones commonly accepted does not amount to denying British misrule and prejudice and one of the merits of the revisionist trend unmistakably has been to put an end to inflammatory, simplistic or dichotomous interpretations of the question and to open the ground for less impassioned explanations of Anglo-Irish relations. If Ireland was undeniably "a crucible of modernity" (to paraphrase Karl Marx) for testing new ideas (the relations between church and state, the changing role of the aristocracy, the holding and the use of land), it was also in many respects England's Utopia, a fictional locus re-inventing as well as reflecting the original where a past order could be nostalgically re-enacted or a modern Ireland dreamed of.
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The re-imaginings of Ireland were to a large extent upheld by the numerous travel accounts describing the neighbour island either as a ghastly land, economically backward and peopled with brutes or, on the contrary, as a sort of pre-modern country on the verge of progress. England at the peak of the industrial revolution could not understand why misery, starvation, idleness, bigotry was at her doorstep. Throughout the century the condition of Ireland question gripped popular imagination, stirred a strange mixture of emotions and provoked a variety of responses in troubled English consciences. Spencer T. Hall, a Manchester industrialist, recalled his visit with shock in the 1840s: "Instead of being in some far-off primitive land, I was in reality within twenty four hours' ride of home and among citizens of the same nation 5 ."
5
Although they felt radically distinct from them, many of the English influenced by Edmund Burke had indeed convinced themselves that potentially "the Irish and the English taken together had the makings of a whole person" 6 ; like Matthew Arnold who denied that the two peoples were "alien in blood", they believed that Ireland was England's next of kin, a feeling interestingly voiced by The Times in 1847:
No legislative union can tighten -no Utopian separation could dissolve -the intimate and close connexion between the two islands which has been formed by the hand of nature, and consolidated by the operations of time.
[…] Each year cements by closer fusion the twain branches of the Saxon and the Celtic stocks, […] terror and passion are found equally unavailing to keep those apart a higher Power than man's has joined by the contiguity of position and the bond of mutual dependence 7 .
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Although it is indeed difficult to grasp the exact nature of the bond, it cannot be denied and must be reckoned with. As Matthew Arnold tried to point out in his Study of Celtic Literature (1867), it should perhaps be analysed as a fatal attraction:
The Celt […] is just the opposite of the Anglo-Saxon temperament […] but it is a temperament for which one has a kind of sympathy notwithstanding. And very often […] one has more than sympathy; one feels, in spite of his extravagance, in spite of good sense disapproving, magnetized and exhilarated by it This mysteriously irresistible attachment certainly explains why the Britons' hope of transforming the Irish never abated and why the re-imagining of the Irish as an English copy never stopped.
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When it came to the belief that one day "the Irish will turn English", elements of rationality mixed with naïve illusions. ." Lord John Russell epitomizes the English delusions about the Irish with his unwarranted announcement at the time of the emancipation debates that in less than fifty years "the Catholics would become Protestants -at least less Catholics, and therefore more English 16 ". Symptomatically, Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine never essentialized the racial difference or felt despondent as regards the possibility of regeneration for Ireland. In spite of some scathing remarks towards the Irish, Archibald Alison, one of the most regular contributors of the magazine, showed faith in their capacity to become hard-working law-abiding servants of the state 17 : "The Irish peasant naturally brave, generous and faithful is, by the system under which he is brought up, rendered cruel, merciless and deceitful 18 ."
10 Unsurprisingly, the extent of the simianization of the Irish 19 has been recently reconsidered by scholars such as Roy Foster or Sheridan Gilley. This is not to belie it but to show the discourse was inseparable from its cultural explanations. In the imperial age, claims for Anglo-Saxon distinctiveness abounded and rested firmly on the comparisons with other peoples encountered and on the inevitable subsequent ranking. Perry Curtis in Apes and Angels underlined the role of scientific racism propounded by the influential Robert Knox, but religion and class were equally important, as established by Lorimer Douglas who underlines the "social and religious climate conducive to the acceptance of scientific racism 20 ". When the Irish did not live up to expectations, anger and disappointment followed, remarked De Nie, "directly proportional" to the depth of conviction of the belief that Ireland could be resurrected, which explains why, in this permanent dialogue, "the invention and reinvention of both Irish and British identity constituted a political process involving both sympathetic and hostile elements 21 ". 11 England's patronizing visions can of course be addressed as evidence of an imperialist attitude towards the people of conquered territories, but can also be regarded as the outcome of auto-stereotypes of the English national character. The unflagging faith in the reform of the Irish defects that fed so many caricatures points indeed in this direction.
The multiple racist indictments of the Celt by the English never managed to put an end to their exhortation to emulate the Saxon. Henry Buckle's History of Civilization in England (1857) 22 explaining why civilisation had been achieved first and best in England, why others had been left behind, and how they might catch up was the most widely read 19 . In these years it was possible for English observers to imagine that the Irish were mixing and coming to benefit from Teutonic institutions 26 . 13 As Balfour explained during the debates over Home Rule, the British civilizing influence ought therefore to be maintained: "The reason is not that the Englishman was superior to the Irishman; the reason is that the English polity was superior to the Irish polity 27 ", because, as John Stuart Mill had put it: "What shapes the character is not what is purposely taught, so much as the unintentional teaching of institutions and social relations 28 ." 14 In that sense, as a British colony, Ireland stands apart. The Irish sat at Westminster, intermarriage was never regarded as miscegenation, among the subjects of the Empire the Irish alone were considered as capable of being anglicised. As remarked by de Nie anglicization entailed becoming more British, not Anglo-Saxon, i.e., part of the Kingdom on the same terms as Scotland and Wales, part of the British nation as a whole 29 . Rather than an ancillary relationship between master and slave, the Anglo-Irish bond strikes us as similar to a parental one (the word education being recurrent): Ireland then sometimes appears as a difficult child who has to be disciplined; hence the cry of the Blackwood ' . Both disciples of Bentham, they sought to pursue the greatest good for the island and provided a vision of impending development unfortunately dashed by the events of 1845. E.T. Craig, secretary and trustee of the association responsible for the Ralahine cooperative community, depicts the experiment as one that "might have turned the thoughts of hundreds of landowners to a solution of the agrarian problem which promised not only peace but plenty , claimed that Ireland's unique geographical position predisposed her to become "better than England, a model of industrial success", for "the causes which have led to the bad results of the manufacturing system in the sister kingdom, do not exist with us 37 ". This imaginative dynamism could be achieved he believed by only one remedy, "not Draconic legislation, but making roads; not blindly punishing the people for being savage, but opening to them the means of civilisation and honest industry 38 ". 16 Although the great famine came to shatter those dreams, it was also paradoxically but nonetheless perceived as the promise of a future millenium. Christopher Morash demonstrated that to English eyes it certainly laid the foundation for a new order of things. Edward G. Lengel relayed his analysis by writing that "Ireland recreated in the English public image as a frontier country 39 ". The dream of a body of yeomanry on reclaimed plots sustained John Stuart Mills' support of the Reclamation bill, a scheme of waste land reclamation presented by the radical economist George Poulett Scrope in 1846, whose Irish Relief Measures in 1848 40 contributed to the spectacle of a prosperous Ireland. In that sense, the age of Russell and Palmerston (1846 to 1852) is perhaps what illustrates best "the dream of a golden age for Ireland 41 ". Theoretically the famine had allowed the government the clean slate it needed for its package of proposals, although it soon found out the strict application of liberal principles of economy was impossible to get through the House, but the appointment of the first Catholic Under Secretary, Thomas Redington, or the foundation of Queen's University, testifies to the durability of Russell's Irish vision. Even Trevelyan in the Irish Crisis 42 dreamed of estates freed of overcrowding and capitaland labour-intensive methods of high farming. Once again, The Times (October 1846) could imagine that an island, a social state, a race is to be changed. The surface of the land, its divisions, its culture, its proprietors, its occupiers, its habitations, its manner, its law; its language, and the heart of a people […] The preliminary operation of drainage, and of making roads for the benefit of these lands only […] it is reasonable to expect, that the operations by which certain of the waste lands are to be reclaimed, and the unions to be gradually provided with productive farms, let to industrious cottars, may serve as a model for similar improvements by individuals. When the Celts once cease to be potatophagi, they must become carnivorous. With the taste of meats will grow the appetite for them; with the appetite, the readiness to earn them. With this will come steadiness, regularity, and perseverance
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. 20 This was confirmed by The Annual Register of 1847 which reported that Lord George Bentinck returned to his panegyric on the character of the Irish people, eulogised their patience amidst the most direful suffering, and concluded by saying, that if by his measure he could fill their bellies with good beef and mutton, and their cottages with fine wheat and sound beer, and their pockets with English gold to purchase the blankets of Wiltshire, the fustians of Manchester, and the cotton prints of Stockport, he, though a Saxon, would answer with his head for their loyalty, and would lead them, through their warm hearts and sympathies, not to sever but to cement the union of Ireland with England
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. 21 It seemed that Thackeray's 1842 re-imagining of Ireland in his Irish Sketch Book was finally taking shape: "a glimpse of Old England in the pretty village of Ahascragh […] handsome plantations, forming on the whole such a picture of comfort and plenty, as is rarely to be seen in the part of Ireland". Thackeray after expatiating on the prettiness of a well-run estate in Kildare "a noble feature of country neatness, thrift, and plenty 52 ", had concluded that "one can't but be struck with the idea that not one hundredth part of its capabilities are yet brought into action, or even perhaps, and that, by the easy and certain progress of time, Ireland will be poor Ireland no longer 53 ." Harriet Martineau, who travelled extensively all over Ireland in 1852 and pleaded for the encouragement of Quaker settlements, writes similarly that she was "struck with the prosperous advance of the whole neighbourhood" in Kerry 54 and concludes that the famine will bring in a better time than Ireland has ever known yet [...] freedom, in short, to begin afresh, with the advantage of modern knowledge and manageable numbers. It was this view that consoled us during many a day's journey 55 . 22 Such blueprints cannot destroy the accusation of ruthlessness, indifference and villainy which Britain displayed on several occasions 56 , but they should not obscure the empathy that bound England to Ireland. Given that gender runs as a constant thread in English perceptions of Ireland in the 19 th century, to understand the nature of the relationship between the two islands one could use the marriage trope and compare it to an unhappy marriage 57 . Now for Victorians the idea of marriage denied the possibility of independence, equality, underscored complementarity. For the English John Bull, Hibernia must accept that her feminine characteristics cannot make her his equal 58 . One of the men who incarnates best this version of things is William Carleton, a Catholic Ulster writer converted to Protestantism. In Traits and Stories of the Irish Peasantry ( 1843-44), Hibernia, an idealized female figure, cannot live on her own, he contended, but must be uplifted by England through a gentle matrimonial embrace, even if it did not preclude Irish consent once the advantages of the bond were plain. This vision was once again promoted by travel guides. Central to the work of Anna Maria and Samuel Carter Hall's travel guide in the 1840s, which was widely read, was the belief that the British Isles were in the process of consummating a marriage that would lead to mutual prosperity and happiness: "A union, based on mutual interests is rapidly cementing", they wrote confidently in 1841 59 . Any attempts to move Ireland in the direction of autonomy were unnatural and as immoral as separating husband and wife. Although for John Bull Hibernia was his destined bride which made them inseparable, their relationship was according to Edward G. Lengel rather similar to a marriage left unconsummated (for Repealers England and Ireland were too close, for the English the union was not close enough). The Act of Union for all its strategic reasons was never totally a marriage of reason but it certainly took on for the English the sacredness of an act of marriage. In 1859 the Dean of Rochester, Samuel Reynolds Hole, who was touring Ireland, considered that the marriage was still viable, although he admitted the husband was harsh and the wife's conduct aggravating 60 . In spite of the interminable series of ups and downs which plagued the relationship, all along persists and transpires between England and Ireland a reciprocal attachment whose baffling nature remains to be explored. 23 Whether fully or half-articulated, the re-imaginings of Ireland by England lie broken in pieces like a puzzle awaiting reconstruction. But however benevolent or well-intentioned the dreams of cultural readjustment of the Irish by the English may have been, they never managed to dampen Ireland's deep-rooted aspiration to a separate identity, which not only fostered the conflicting relationship between the two islands but accounted for its ever-changing nature. When economic reforms made agitation unnecessary, Ireland embarked on a Celtic revival destined to further her ethnic identity. England's blindness to Ireland's individual identity and inability to grapple with it led the two islands towards the final divorce. Inexorably. Against all hopes, England's re-imaginings proved impossible.
England's re-imagining of Ireland in the nineteenth century it as a marriage of "consent", founded "on a sense of mutual interests and affections" (see for instance Lord John Russell's speech on Ireland, P.D., vol. 42, 13 February 1844, cc. 686-687), for nationalists it was of course a "forced" marriage. 
